Maneuverability
8000 series pallet trucks

Manual steer pallet trucks require greater turning effort when starting up or traveling at slow speeds. This
impacts maneuverability in tight, congested areas, such as crowded docks and end-aisle turning, reducing
operator productivity over the course of a shift—and contributing to product and facility damage.
Raymond’s PowerSteer technology reduces steer effort by up to 90%. In turn, PowerSteer also reduces
operator fatigue and provides speed-sensitive steering for smooth, controlled operation at all speeds. That
means you’ll move more and move it faster. PowerSteer is standard on both the Raymond ® Model 8510
center rider pallet truck and the Model 8610 tow tractor, and optional on the Model 8410 end rider pallet truck.

Maneuverability 8000 series
Raymond’s 8000 Series pallet trucks offer a variety of features to improve maneuverability and performance in order
picking applications. On the Model 8510 center rider and Model 8610 tow tractor, travel speeds and turn angles are limited
when the operator is walking beside the truck. The adjustable height control handle fits a wide range of operator sizes.
And the optional premium control handle pivots to either side of the truck to assist walk beside order picking. All of which
enhance operator comfort so efficiency and productivity stay high, and keep your operations moving.

Heavy-duty ring and idler gears, the same components used
on Raymond Orderpickers, boost productivity and minimize
maintenance.

On the Model 8410 pallet truck, speed-sensitive
steering provides steer assistance when it’s needed
most – at slower speeds. And operators appreciate
the smooth, controlled operation at all speeds.
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On the Model 8510 center rider and Model 8610 tow tractor,
PowerSteer automatically slows the truck when cornering,
to maintain operator control.

